Pimlico and Aurora Silks

Pimlico
The Pimlico Collection is a modern take on classic styles, traditional fabrics are given a contemporary twist ensuring
the look is sophisticated and chic. A palette of strong catwalk colours offer a flare of excitement against elegant
neutrals. The fabrics are perfect for curtains, bedheads, blinds, lampshades, cushions, wallcoverings and other
decorative detailing.

Mews Trellis
A modern classic

Woven with a sateen ground, the zig-zag components are given contrasting tones,
depths and weave patterns for strong visual interest. Offering both neutrals and
vivid colours, Mews Trellis is a luxurious fabric with a sumptuous handle.
6 colourways.

Pimlico

Luxurious corded silk damask
with metallic detailing
Pimlico is a formal damask using pure silk to
dramatic new effect. Silk cording and dense
embroidery define a large-scale design on
a luxurious dupion ground. Embroidered
lurex highlights add yet another level of
splendour.
4 colourways.

Cheyne Stripe

Super-contemporary stripes
Stripes answer many decorating needs, delivering both colour
and graphic interest. Now James Hare takes the design focus to
a new level, mixing neutrals with fresh, fun and jazzy colours in
plain and patterned stripes of varying widths.
4 colourways.

Ebury

Easy living embroidered damask
Ebury is a relaxed contemporary damask. Densely
embroidered, with a range of different stitches
adding subtle detailing, the pattern has a delicate,
almost overlaid effect. This lightness of touch
makes Ebury equally at home in traditional or
contemporary surroundings.
3 colourways.

Aurora Silks
Aurora Silks, perfectly in tune with today’s interiors, James Hare offers a new young, fresh and modern collection of
two semi-plains with a nature inspired colour palette.

Cobra Stripe

Nature-inspired pattern
Continuing James Hare’s series
of animal-skin inspirations,
Cobra Stripe incorporates a
subtle snakeskin reference
within a woven stripe. This
brings real vivacity and
movement to the fabric.
6 colourways.

Aurora Silk

Inspired by the night sky
Densely woven, with an elegant drape, Aurora Silk is inspired by the sky at night, melding soft tonal
hues in an impressionist design. The metallic weave gives a luxurious sheen and subtle shimmer.
10 colourways.
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